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Proton Direct Ionization in Sub-Micron
Technologies:

Test Methodologies and Modelling
Sascha Lüdeke, Student Member, IEEE, Gabriel Durán Cardenás, Wojtek Hajdas, Member, IEEE, Jukka

Jaatinen, Heikki Kettunen, Member, IEEE, Christian Poivey, Member, IEEE, Mikko Rossi, Bendy Tanios,
Stergiani Marina Vogiatzi Member, IEEE, and Arto Javanainen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Two different low energy proton (LEP) test meth-
ods, one with quasi-monoenergetic and the other with very
wide proton beam energy spectra, have been studied. The
two test methodologies have been applied to devices that were
suggested from prior heavy-ion tests to be sensitive to proton
direct ionization (PDI). The advantages and disadvantages of
the two test methods are discussed. The test method using
quasi-monoenergetic beams requires device preparation and
high energy resolution beams, but delivers results that can be
interpreted directly and can be used in various soft error rate
(SER) calculation methods. The other method, using a heavily
degraded high energy proton beam, requires little to no device
preparation but more efforts on the beam characterization,
and is confined to a specific SER method. While both methods
deliver comparable estimates on the SER, the relatively complex
determination of the beam characteristics in the degraded beam
method makes it less straightforward to use. This work furthers
presents a method to extract PDI sensitive volume parameters
from degraded high energy proton beam cross-section data.
This method extends the use of a previously published method
to the degraded high energy beam LEP testing method.

Index Terms—proton direct ionization (PDI), single event
upset (SEU), heavy ions (HI), soft error rate (SER), degraded
high energy protons (DHEP), numerical fitting, rectangular
parallelepiped (RPP)

I. INTRODUCTION

THE impact of heavy ions (HI) and high energy protons
(HEP) on the performance of electrical devices under

irradiation has been studied in the past [1]–[7]. However,
the impact of proton direct ionization (PDI) SEUs caused
by low energy protons (LEP) on modern highly scaled sub-
micron technologies has become an increasingly important
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issue [8]–[28]. Since not all devices, even those with smaller
technology node sizes, exhibit sensitivity to PDI [29]–[34],
the necessity of LEP testing for a given device is not easily
assessed. A common assumption whether a device could
possibly be sensitive to PDI SEUs is based on the linear
energy transfer (LET) threshold value LET0 obtained from
the Weibull-fit of HI test data. Typically, when the threshold
LET is below the peak LET of protons (∼0.5MeVcm2/mg),
PDI sensitivity is considered likely. However, the most
reliable way to determine PDI sensitivity is to perform LEP
testing.

The common approach to test the LEP SEU response
of a device is to expose it to LEP beams with well-
defined energies [8]–[26], [29]. In this work, these beams
are referred to as quasi-monoenergetic (QME). These tests
are performed very similar to the conventional HI and HEP
tests, and require access to an accelerator that can provide
these low energy beams with high energy resolution. Also
preparation of the devices under test is required to enable
the low energy protons to reach the sensitive volume within
the device. Soft error rates (SER) can be calculated from
the results of QME tests via a variety of methods. In this
work the following three SER approaches are used: Energy
Multiplication Method (EMM), Energy Integration Method
(EIM), and Sensitive Volume Method (SVM) (see IV).

Another LEP test method, alternative to the QME ap-
proach, using strongly degraded proton beams, was proposed
by Dodds et al. in [28], and further discussed in [27].
However, the first consideration of using this kind of test
method was as early as 2012 [35]. For this method, in this
work referred to as degraded high energy proton (DHEP),
a high-energy proton beam (i.e., tens of MeV) is strongly
degraded using thick degraders to produce a wide proton en-
ergy spectrum. The obtained spectrum should be well known,
by measurement and/or simulations, and contain energies in
the LEP energy range of less than 3MeV. As discussed in
the original work by Dodds et al., the main purpose of this
method is to provide estimates for PDI SERs for radiation
environments behind shielding without the necessity of using
the QME test method and the associated need for a LEP
beam facility. This SER method will be referred to as the
DHEP Method in this work (see IV). Therefore, this method
only applies when the degraded proton beam spectrum and
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the investigated radiation environment spectrum have similar
shapes for energies below 3MeV, because protons below
3MeV are considered to predominantly contribute to the
LEP SER according to this test methodology [28].

Being presented with two different methods to perform
LEP testing and to calculate LEP SERs based on the results,
it is important to understand the advantages and disadvan-
tages of both methods as well as the amount of preparation
and effort during data evaluation associated with either.
Important questions are: Does the DHEP method provide
a suitable alternative for SER calculations when access to a
LEP facility is limited or unavailable, and is it possible to
gain also other information from that method than the SER
for degraded radiation environments?

To answer these questions, irradiation tests have been
performed for the SRAM components of two devices from
different manufacturers. The tests include HI, QME LEP,
HEP and DHEP tests. The goals of this study are to:
1.) Compare the testing procedures of QME and DHEP

testing in terms of preparation, data processing and SER
calculation.

2.) Investigate a method to extract PDI sensitive volume
(SV) parameters from the DHEP test data.

The second goal of this study is based on the method
to extract PDI SV parameters from QME data presented in
[36]. In this work, the method is shown to extract PDI SV
parameters from DHEP data as well. As in the previous work
[36], the method extracts parameters for a single SV, or also
referred to as the PDI SV or PDI RPP geometry in this work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

A. Devices Under Test

The devices under test (DUT) in this work are the SRAM
memories of two devices from different manufacturers, re-
ferred to in this work as ISSI and Lattice. The technology
sizes are 40 nm and 28 nm, respectively. A more detailed
description of the DUTs is given in Table I. All devices were
delidded prior to testing and operated at nominal voltage.
Previous LEP irradiation results for the ISSI device were
published in [9] and [14].

B. Heavy Ion Tests

The heavy-ion tests were performed at the RADiation
Effects Facility (RADEF) [37] in Jyväskylä, Finland, for
both devices. For this work, the following ions from the
16.3MeV/u ion cocktail were used: O, Ne, Ar, Fe, Kr and
Xe. Additional 8.9MeV/u Li data was taken at UCL, Bel-
gium [38], with an LET of 0.35MeVcm2/mg. Irradiations
were performed in vacuum under normal incidence as well as
under tilt to cover a wider effective LET range. The heavy
ion tests were conducted to fully characterize the devices
used in this work. The determined threshold LET from the
results of the HI tests are used later in this work to support
the extraction of the PDI SV parameters from the DHEP
data.

C. Low Energy Proton Tests

The LEP tests were performed at RADEF [39] for both
devices. All devices were tested at normal incidence. The
energies, fluences and resulting doses of the irradiation test
are given in Table II. Irradiations were performed in vacuum.

D. High Energy Proton and Degraded Beam Tests

The HEP and DHEP tests were performed at the Paul-
Scherrer Institut (PSI), Villingen, Switzerland. Specifically
at the Proton Irradiation Facility (PIF) [40]. The energy of
the primary proton beam was 71.1MeV for the HEP and
DHEP tests. The beam was degraded using a combination of
Cu and Al slabs, with thicknesses up to 7.0mm and 1.5mm,
respectively. The tests were performed in air.

For the HEP tests, the initial proton beam was used
nondegraded as well as degraded by using Cu degraders.
For these Cu degrader configurations the energy spectra
of the resulting beam is well known by the facility and
qualifies for reliable HEP testing. Additional Al degraders
were introduced into the beam line together with the already
present 7mm of Cu to create the heavily degraded proton
beams used for the DHEP method. For this strong degrada-
tion, additional beam flux and spectra measurements were
necessary, because these configurations are not commonly
used at the facility. The beam spectrum and flux at device
level were measured using a NaI detector. The flux was
measured for all degrader configurations, but due to time
constraints the energy spectrum was only measured for four
degrader configurations (IV-VII, see Table III).

Table III shows the degrader configurations and corre-
sponding mean beam energies and FWHM used for the HEP
and DHEP tests. The average energies for the HEP and
DHEP beams were derived from Geant4 simulations (see
Section III-C).

III. IRRADIATION RESULTS

In the following section the results of the irradiations
performed in this work are presented. The data shown in
the following figures include vertical error bars representing
the 95% confidence interval. When the error bars are not
visible in the graphs, they are smaller than the size of the
marker.

A. Heavy Ions

The measured SEU cross-sections for HI for both DUTs
are displayed in Fig. 1. The cross-section in cm2/bit is given
as a function of effective LET (LETeff ) in MeVcm2/mg.
The effective LET is calculated after

LETeff =
LET

cos(θ)
, (1)

where LET is the linear energy transfer of the ion under
normal incidence and θ the tilt angle. Furthermore, a Weibull
fit was applied to the data sets. The Weibull parameters and
the results of the χ2-tests of the fits are given in Table IV.
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DUTS.

Name Part Description Device Type Node Size Memory Size Overlayers

ISSI ISSI IS61WV204816BLL-10TLI CMOS SRAM 40nm 3.3× 107 Bits ∼6 µm

Lattice Lattice LIFCL-17-7SG72C CMOS SOI SRAM (FPGA) 28nm 3.1× 106 Bits ∼9 µm

B. Quasi Mono-Energetic Protons

Figures 2 and 3 present the experimental SEU cross-
section data from the QME LEP and HEP tests for both
DUTs studied in this work. The SEU cross-section σ in
cm2/bit is given as a function of the proton energy E at
device level in MeV. Additionally, graphical representations
of the approximations of the PDI cross-section response
used for the LEP SER calculation methods given in IV are
presented in Figs. 2 and 3: EMM, EIM, SVM, and DHEP
Method.

The SEU response of the ISSI device (Fig. 2) shows a four
orders of magnitude difference in cross-section between the

TABLE II
LEP IRRADIATION TEST PARAMETERS

Energies Fluence Dose

Device [MeV] [cm−2] [krad]

ISSI 0.55− 3.3 (5.56± 4.49) · 107 0.163± 0.103

3.3 3.59 · 109 4.01

Lattice 0.8− 5.5 (0.58± 1.71) · 1010 8.01± 12.83

TABLE III
AVERAGE PROTON BEAM ENERGY USED AT THE PROTON TESTING AT
PSI FOR THE DIFFERENT DEGRADER CONFIGURATIONS. THE TESTED

DEVICES FOR EACH DEGRADER CONFIGURATION ARE GIVEN.

dCu dAl Emean FWHM

[mm] [mm] [MeV] [MeV] Devices tested

HEP

I - - 70.7 2.61 ISSI, Lattice

II 3.0 - 53.3 2.50 ISSI, Lattice

III 6.5 - 21.7 4.55 ISSI, Lattice

DHEP

IV 7.0 - 9.84 12.76 ISSI, Lattice

V 7.0 0.2 8.00 15.21 ISSI

VI 7.0 0.4 6.30 15.21 ISSI

VII 7.0 0.6 4.99 13.00 ISSI, Lattice

VIII 7.0 1.0 3.41 8.22 ISSI, Lattice

IX 7.0 1.5 2.48 5.09 ISSI, Lattice

TABLE IV
WEIBULL FIT PARAMETERS

σsat LET0 W S χ2

Device [cm2/bit] [MeVcm2/mg] [-] [cm2/bit]

ISSI 8.11 · 10−9 0.32 21.14 1.05 0.17

Lattice 1.97 · 10−10 0.32 11.58 1.38 1.26

Fig. 1. Measured HI SEU cross-sections for the two devices tested in this
work as a function of effective LET. A Weibull function was fitted to the
experimental data and is displayed in the graphs.

Fig. 2. The measured proton SEU cross-section σ data for the ISSI memory
in cm2/bit is presented over the incoming proton energy E in MeV at
device level (red circles). Graphical representations of the SER methods
investigated in this work are displayed (see IV).

LEP and HEP regimes and is therefore considered to be very
sensitive to PDI.

The Lattice memory (Fig. 3) does exhibit elevated SEU
cross-section values in the LEP regime, but not as promi-
nently as the ISSI device. The cross-section values for the
Lattice DUT are approximately two orders of magnitude
higher at low proton energies compared to those at high en-
ergies. Therefore, the device is considered to be moderately
sensitive to PDI.

C. Degraded High Energy Proton

The results of the degraded proton beam irradiation cam-
paign are presented in Fig. 4. The SEU cross-section σ is
given in cm2/bit as a function of the mean beam energy
Emean in MeV or the corresponding degrader configuration
(see Table III).
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Fig. 3. The measured proton SEU cross-section σ data for the Lattice
memory in cm2/bit is presented over the incoming proton energy E in
MeV at device level (red circles). Graphical representations of the SER
methods investigated in this work are displayed (see IV).

Fig. 4. Measured DHEP and HEP SEU cross-sections σ in cm2/bit
as a function of mean beam energy Emean in MeV or the degrader
configuration given in Table III. The horizontal error bars represent the
FWHM of the energy spectra associated with the degrader configurations.

Both the ISSI and the Lattice device exhibit increas-
ing cross-section with increasing degrader thickness, i.e.,
decreasing mean energy. For both devices the maximum
cross-section occurs at degrader configuration IX (7mm
Cu and 1.5mm Al). The increase in cross-section is more
pronounced for ISSI compared to Lattice.

During the DHEP tests, the energy spectra of the degraded
beams were measured for configurations IV-VII (see Table
III). The detector was calibrated using a Co60 source and
measured background spectra were subtracted. Due to the
subtraction of the background radiation and the limits of
the detector and the data acquisition setup, the measured
spectra lack reliable data below ∼2MeV. To resolve the
lack of data, that are needed for the SER calculations and
the reconstruction of the quasi mono-energetic LEP response
later in this work, simulations of the beam line and degrader
configurations were performed to reproduce the measured
degraded spectra. The materials and their thicknesses used

in the degrader setup can be seen in Table V. The primary
energy of the proton beam was set to 71.1MeV in the sim-
ulations. The simulations were performed with the G4SEE
toolkit [41], that is based on Geant4 [42].

TABLE V
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEGRADER MATERIALS AND THICKNESSES USED

IN WORK TO SIMULATE THE DHEP BEAMS AT PSI.

DUT

Air 18.0 cm

Al variable (0.0/0.2/0.4/0.6/1.0/1.5 mm)

Air 3.0 cm

Cu 7.0mm

Air 17.0 cm

Beam exit

The simulated and the measured spectra are presented in
Fig. 5. The agreement of the spectra is overall acceptable and
improves with increasing Al-degrader thickness. Due to the
limitations of the simulations software, the Cu collimator,
present at the beam line in the experiments, could not be
simulated. Therefore, the simulated spectra do not take into
account the low energy protons scattered from the collimator.
This scattering effect is assumed to be the reasons behind the
mismatch between simulated and measured spectra at low
energies. This effect is more pronounced for configurations
with less degrader material for which the particle counts
at low energies are lower compared to the more degraded
spectra. Furthermore, the smaller the degrader thickness the
higher the relative thickness uncertainty, which could have an
impact on the agreement of the measured and simulated spec-
tra at the lower degrader thicknesses. Overall, the simulation
set-up reproduces the measured spectra accurately enough
for higher degrader thicknesses and is therefore trusted to
estimate the spectra for configurations VIII and IX, for
which no measured data are available. The simulated spectra
are used in the SER calculations and the extraction of the
devices’ PDI SV parameters from the DHEP data.

IV. SOFT ERROR RATE CALCULATIONS

In the following sections, four SER calculation methods
for the two LEP testing methods are presented, three for the
QME method and one for the DHEP method. Then, SERs
for the two devices exhibiting PDI sensitivity are calculated
for two radiation environments using the methods described
here. The different approaches are compared against each
other and discussed.

A. Methods

The first three methods, EMM, EIM and SVM, use the
QME cross-section data and the last method, DHEP Method,
the DHEP cross-section data. In the following, Φenv(E)
represents the isotropic differential proton energy flux in
(MeVcm

2
s)

−1 for the radiation environment under inves-
tigation. For this work, two radiation models were used
to calculate the SERs. A geosynchronous equatorial orbit
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Fig. 5. Measured (blue) and simulated (red) degraded beam spectra of the ∼71.1MeV energy proton beam at PSI. The probability density function
(PDF) of the spectrum is given over the energy at DUT position. The general degrader configuration is given in Table V and the added Al degrader is
given in the graph.

(GEO) under solar maximum conditions and a low earth
orbit (LEO) under solar minimum conditions. Both were
calculated behind three different shielding thicknesses using
CREME96. These radiation environments were chosen to
have spectra of similar shape to the degraded proton beam
spectra below 3MeV as required by the DHEP SER method
[28].

1) Energy Multiplication Method (EMM): In this method
the maximum PDI cross-section σpeak at energy Epeak and
the full width at half maximum FWHM of the PDI cross
section peak are estimated from the QME LEP test results
[29]. The SER τEMM is then calculated using

τEMM = σpeak · Φenv(Epeak) · FWHM. (2)

The FWHM , Epeak and σpeak estimated for the two
devices studied in this work can be found in Table VI. A
graphical representation of this fit to the PDI peak based on
the parameters of this method can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3,
where it is referred to as EMM.

For this method, FWHM was derived visually from a
linear-linear plot of the experimental cross-section data. This
was done deliberately in such a manner to distinguish this
approach from the next. This approach is meant to be a
Pen-And-Paper approach, that needs no external software or
coding to derive the SER.

2) Energy Integration Method (EIM): For this method,
a second order polynomial fit σ2nd is applied to the quasi
mono-energetic PDI cross-section peak [34]:

σ2nd(E) = A · (Emax − E) · (E − Emin) (3)

The zeros of σ2nd are designated Emin and Emax and A is
a fitting factor in cm2/MeV2 . The SER τEIM is calculated
as follows

τEIM =

∫ Emax

Emin

σ2nd(E) · Φenv(E)dE. (4)

The parameters for σ2nd and the results of the χ2-test of
the fit for the two DUTs can be found in Table VI. The
graphical representation of the fit to the PDI peak proposed
by this method can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3, where it is
referenced as EIM.

3) SV Method (SVM): For this SER method, the method
presented in [36] is used to estimate the PDI response curve
based on PDI rectangular parallelepiped (RPP) sensitive
volume (SV) parameters for both DUTs. The resulting func-
tion is referred to here as σPDI,method(E). This estimated
response can then be used similarly to the Weibull-fit to
calculate the SER:

τSVM =

∫ ∞

0

σPDI,method(E) · Φenv(E)dE (5)

The determined PDI SV parameters for the two devices
can be seen in Table IX. A graphical representation of the fit
to the PDI peak by this method can be seen in Figs. 2 and
3, where it is referenced as SVM.

4) Degraded High Energy Proton Beam Method (DHEP):
For the degraded proton beam data [28] proposed the follow-
ing SER method to calculate the LEP SER. For this method,
the degrader configuration for which the DUT exhibits the
maximum cross-section σmax (not to be confused with
the peak of the PDI response σpeak) is to be identified
and the experimental flux at the DUT level Φexp for that
degrader configuration determined, either via measurement
or simulation.

This SER method aims to calculate the error rate caused
by protons reaching the DUT at energies below 3MeV [28].
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Therefore, the measured σmax has to be adjusted to account
for the contribution in cross-section by the high energy
protons reaching the device. The saturated high energy
proton cross-section is orders of magnitude lower than the
PDI cross-section peak (see Figs. 2 and 3). The high energy
protons in the beam spectra contribute to the flux but not as
much to the number of upsets in the device compared to the
LEPs, thereby reducing the resulting cross-section for that
degrader configuration. To account for this effect, σmax is
adjusted by the ratio of sub 3MeV protons to protons of all
energies [28]:

σadj = σmax ·

( ∫∞
0

Φexp(E) dE∫ 3MeV

0
Φexp(E) dE

)
(6)

The adjusted cross-section σadj is used to calculate the
SER τDHEP with the radiation environment under investi-
gation Φenv:

τDHEP = σadj ·
∫ 3 MeV

0

Φenv(E)dE (7)

The adjusted cross-sections determined for the two DUTs
can be found in Table VI. A graphical representation for the
assumed LEP response by this approach is given in Fig. 2
and 3, where it is referenced as DHEP Method.

TABLE VI
SER CALCULATION METHODS PARAMETERS.

Device ISSI Lattice

FWHM [MeV] 0.1 0.3

Epeak [MeV] 0.6 0.9

σpeak[cm
2/bit] 9.12 · 10−11 2.66 · 10−14

A [cm2/MeV2/bit] 1.25 · 10−9 5.44 · 10−13

Emin [MeV] 0.41 0.66

Emax [MeV] 0.82 1.07

χ2[cm2/bit] 4.5 · 10−21 5.1 · 10−29

σadj [cm2/bit] 2.20 · 10−12 6.21 · 10−15

B. Results & Discussion

The results of the SER calculations for the ISSI and Lattice
devices are presented in Tables VII and VIII, respectively.
In addition to the quantitative SER results, the ratio of the
different SER methods to τSVM are given.

Overall, the results of the different SER calculation meth-
ods show decent agreement with each other in terms of SER.
For the ISSI device, the different QME SER methods provide
very similar results. except for τEMM . The DHEP method
results in SER that are on average ∼25% lower than the
QME SVM and EIM results. For the Lattice device, the
results of the three QME SER methods vary more than for
the other device. The lowest SER, τEIM , and the highest
SER, τDHEP , differ by a factor of four. With increasing PDI
sensitivity of the device, the different SER methods appear
to agree more in their predictions.

TABLE VII
SER FOR THE ISSI DUT FOR THE LEO AND GEO RADIATION

ENVIRONMENTS BEHIND VARIOUS SHIELDING THICKNESSES AFTER THE
FOUR METHODS PRESENTED. ALSO THE AVERAGE RATIO OF THE

DIFFERENT METHODS TO τSV M ARE GIVEN.

Shielding τEMM τEIM τSV M τDHEP

[mm] [Errors/day/Mbit]

LEO

12.70 1.94 · 100 3.09 · 100 2.88 · 100 2.34 · 100

6.35 6.94 · 100 1.11 · 101 1.03 · 101 8.33 · 100

2.54 5.01 · 101 8.00 · 101 7.45 · 101 5.92 · 101

GEO

12.70 1.49 · 10−6 2.38 · 10−6 2.22 · 10−6 1.81 · 10−6

6.35 1.20 · 10−6 1.91 · 10−6 1.78 · 10−6 1.46 · 10−6

2.54 1.04 · 10−6 1.65 · 10−6 1.54 · 10−6 1.25 · 10−6

Ratio 0.67 1.07 1.00 0.79

TABLE VIII
SER FOR THE LATTICE MEMORY FOR THE LEO AND GEO RADIATION

ENVIRONMENTS BEHIND VARIOUS SHIELDING THICKNESSES AFTER THE
FOUR METHODS PRESENTED. ALSO THE AVERAGE RATIO OF THE

DIFFERENT METHODS TO τSV M ARE GIVEN.

Shielding τEMM τEIM τSV M τDHEP

[mm] [Errors/day/Mbit]

LEO

12.70 2.12 · 10−3 1.64 · 10−3 2.94 · 10−3 6.60 · 10−3

6.35 7.57 · 10−3 5.86 · 10−3 1.05 · 10−2 2.35 · 10−2

2.54 5.45 · 10−2 4.22 · 10−2 7.55 · 10−2 1.67 · 10−1

GEO

12.70 1.63 · 10−9 1.26 · 10−9 2.27 · 10−9 5.11 · 10−9

6.35 1.31 · 10−9 1.01 · 10−9 1.83 · 10−9 4.11 · 10−9

2.54 1.13 · 10−9 8.76 · 10−10 1.58 · 10−9 3.54 · 10−9

Ratio 0.72 0.56 1.00 2.20

The DHEP method considers all protons below 3MeV to
contribute to the PDI SER. As can be seen in Fig. 2, this
overestimates the width of the PDI peak and therefore the
lower HEP cross-section reduces the results. For this case,
this energy limit should be lowered to the actual PDI peak
width, which will increase the adjusted cross-section (6) and
with that the result of the SER. This holds true for devices
with high PDI sensitivity like the ISSI. For the device with
lower sensitivity, the DHEP SER method overestimates the
SER comparatively to the QME methods. In this case, the
wide energy spectrum of the degraded proton beam increases
the measured cross-section stronger than for more sensitive
devices, because the difference between the LEP and HEP
cross-sections is much smaller in these cases. This effect
outweighs the effect of the energy limit of 3MeV described
above for the ISSI device. Therefore, for the Lattice SRAM
the DHEP method estimates the highest SER.

The agreement of the QME methods with each other
depends on the closeness of the measured PDI response to
the respective fitting method. As seen in Fig. 2 and Fig 3,
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the fits of the experimental data by the respective QME SER
method vary. Therefore, the resulting SER vary as well.

V. EXTRACTING PDI SENSITIVE VOLUME PARAMETERS
FROM DEGRADED PROTON BEAM DATA

A common method to evaluate QME LEP cross-sectional
data is to extract parameters for a single SV RPP geometry,
also referred to as the PDI SV in this work. This geometry
can be used as a surrogate in radiation transport calculations
and the device can be investigated in various radiation
environments without the need of further irradiation tests.
A method to extract PDI SV parameters from experimental
QME cross-sectional data was introduced in [36], which
was benchmarked against MC simulations. In this work, the
applicability of that method is shown to extend to extract
PDI SV parameters from DHEP data.

A. Methods and Calculations

The method in [36] essentially uses a function of proton
energy E and the SV parameters: overlayer thickness hOL,
SV thickness hSV , side length of the front square face of
the SV aSV , the critical charge Qcrit. The method estimates
the cross-sections from a given set of PDI SV parameters
following these four steps:
1.) Estimation of the energy of the initial proton (of energy

E) after the overlayers (hOL). This is done with a
numerical stopping force model.

2.) The stopping model and a numerical straggling model
are used to estimate the energy deposition distribution
of the proton while traversing the SV (hSV ).

3.) Qcrit is converted to MeV and applied to the energy
deposition distribution. This provides the proportion of
energy deposition events above Qcrit that upset the SV.

4.) The proportion estimated in 3.) is multiplied with the
area of the SV (a2SV ). This gives an estimated cross-
section σmethod.

The estimated cross-section can be fitted to the experimen-
tal cross-section data by varying the SV parameters until
the estimated and experimental cross-sections agree. This
provides a way to numerically extract PDI SV parameters
from QME data without the use of the MC method.

For the current application to the DHEP data, the proton
SEU response σmethod of the device is estimated using the
method presented in [36] with the following modifications
for the use in context with DHEP data.

Firstly, the overlayer thickness parameter (hOL) will be
fixed to 0.0 µm. This parameter is very small, commonly ≪
100 µm, compared to the thickness of the degraders (several
mm) used in the DHEP method. Therefore, this parameter is
not easily determined during the fitting procedure and would
only increase the complexity of the computation with little
to no gain.

Secondly, to accurately estimate the cross-sections result-
ing from the degraded spectra (Fig. 5), the high energy satu-
rated proton cross-section is added as a fixed variable for the
fitting procedure. Hence in this work, the response function

is partially defined to account for the PDI SEU peak and
the saturated cross-section at high energies. Whenever the
result of the method is below the value of the saturated cross-
section, it is set to the value of the saturated proton cross-
section. This applies only for energies above 0.06MeV, at
which the LET of protons is highest, therefore only after the
PDI cross-section peak.

Finally, from the LET0 value determined from the HI
irradiation results, it can be assumed that the ratio of hSV

and Qcrit depends on LET0 as follows:

LET0 =
Qcrit

hSV
· C, (8)

where C is a conversion factor of 0.0966 µm cm2

fC mg .
This alteration is made on the assumption that HI with a

LET of LET0 should be able to upset the PDI SV. Therefore,
the dimensions of the resulting SV should result in the ratio
of Qcrit and hSV that is similar to LET0.

These alterations to the method result in only two free
parameters: aSV and hSV . These parameters are determined
by fitting the estimated cross-section σest,dAl

calculated from
σmethod(E, aSV , hSV ) to the experimental DHEP data.

The estimated cross-section σest,dAl
in cm2/bit for a

given degrader configuration with Al degrader thickness dAl

in addition to 7mm Cu is then calculated after

σest,dAl
=

∫ ∞

0

σmethod(E, aSV , hSV ) · PDFdAl
(E), (9)

where PDFdAl
(E) is the probability density function of the

degraded proton beam spectra for the degrader configuration
with Al thickness dAl.

From (9) a set of cross-sections is derived for all Al thick-
nesses dAl for a given set of parameters for the SEU response
curve σalg. The parameters of σalg are then fitted in regards
to the experimental degraded proton beam data σDHEP (see
Fig. 4) by comparing σest,dAl

to the experimental data and
minimizing ∆:

∆ =
∑
dAl

[log10(σest,dAl
)− log10(σDHEP,dAl

)]
2 (10)

For this procedure, if more than one experimental data
point exists for a given degrader configuration, the average
of the available data was calculated.

The difference between the measured and simulated spec-
tra for the low dAl spectra (0.2mm and 0.4mm) seen in
Fig. 5 is assumed to impact the accuracy of the fit and those
spectra are therefore considered in the fitting procedure with
a reduced weight of 10%. Figure 5 shows that the agreement
of the simulated and measured spectra increases with higher
degrader thicknesses as the the effects on the low energy
tail of the spectra become less pronounced. Therefore, it
is assumed that the accuracy for the extrapolated spectra,
dAl equal to 1.0mm and 1.5mm, is just as good as for the
0.4mm and 0.6mm configurations and those are therefore
included in the fitting procedure.
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B. Results

The results for the fitting of the degraded beam data for
ISSI and Lattice are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The upper figure
shows the experimental and calculated cross-section from the
best fit of σalg DHEP cross-section data in cm2/bit over
the Al degrader thickness dAl in mm as well as from MC
simulation using G4SEE toolkit [41]. In the simulation the
geometry is defined using the SV parameters extracted from
the fitting of the DHEP data.

The lower figure shows the experimental QME LEP and
HEP SEU cross-section data as a function of proton energy
at SV level in MeV. For comparison, the response functions
estimated from the PDI SV parameters extracted from the
QME and DHEP data are given in the lower graphs of Figs.
6 and 7.

Energy at SV level was chosen to compare the experi-
mental data to the fitted response functions as the device
overlayers were omitted from the fitting procedure. The area
around the estimated response function from the fit of the
DHEP data indicates the changes in the fitting results if the
degrader thicknesses are to be changed by ±1%, thereby
resulting in change in the degraded spectra. One should note,
the experimental QME cross-section data displayed in the
lower graphs is provided here for comparison, and were
not used at any point in the fitting process. The determined
parameters for the PDI SV from the QME and DHEP cross-
section data are given in Table IX as well as the the results
of the χ2-test of the respective fits. The PDI SV parameters
extracted for the ISSI device are lower than the one extracted
in [36]. The ISSI cross-section data obtained during this
campaign was lower compared to the one used in [36] and
therefore the extracted PDI SV parameters reflect this change
in cross-section magnitude. The reason for the reduced cross-
section values is considered to be caused by part and lot
variations and different date codes (between the devices in
this work and the work referenced in [36]) and no further
investigations of potential other causes was done as this
would have exceeded the scope and aim of this work.

TABLE IX
PDI SV PARAMETERS DETERMINED IN THIS WORK FOR ALL DUTS

FROM THE QME AND THE DHEP SEU CROSS-SECTION DATA.

ISSI Lattice

QME DHEP QME DHEP

hOL,Si [µm] 5.9 - 9.9 -

aSV [µm] 0.08 0.06 0.0014 0.0026

hSV [µm] 0.23 0.54 0.35 0.75

Qcrit [fC] 0.73 1.79 0.70 2.48

χ2[cm2/bit] 2.2 · 10−10 2.9 · 10−4 3.0 · 10−14 4.9 · 10−4

C. Discussion

The extraction method for the PDI SV parameters from the
DHEP SEU cross-section data provided a successful proof-
of-concept. The cross-section data from highly degraded
beam are linked to the device’s quasi mono-energetic SEU

Fig. 6. Upper: DHEP SEU cross-sections σ in cm2/bit for the ISSI
DUT as a function of the Al degrader thickness dAl. Displayed are the
experimental DHEP data (circle), estimated data from the fitted QME
response (plus) as well as the results of the MC simulation based on the SV
parameters obtained from the fit (cross). Lower: SEU cross-sections σ in
cm2/bit obtained from QME LEP tests as a function of the proton energy
at SV level in MeV, when the energy loss in the BEOL has been taken into
account. The experimental QME data (diamonds) and the fitted response
curves from the QME (dotted green) and the DHEP (dashed red) data
are displayed. The fitted QME response from the DHEP data includes the
error range caused by ±1% uncertainties in the thicknesses of the different
degrader layers.

response. The investigation here shows that it is possible
to extract single SV RPP geometry parameters from DHEP
data. The PDI SV parameters can be used to simulate [41]
or numerically estimate [36] the QME LEP cross-section
response of the device from DHEP data. While the PDI SV
parameters do not represent real physical properties of the
device, they provide a useful surrogate for it in radiation
transport calculations.

For the ISSI device, the fitting procedure resulted in a set
of parameters that produces a similar SEU response as the ex-
perimental QME cross-section data. The response functions
estimate the DHEP data well with the simulated degraded
proton spectra. For the Lattice device the extracted PDI SV
parameters and the associated SEU response curve differ
more from the experimental data. The PDI SV parameters
(see Table IX) extracted from the QME and DHEP cross-
section data differ slightly for the ISSI and slightly more for
the Lattice. Overall, the method in this work extracted PDI
SV parameters with shorter hSV and higher Qcrit compared
to the parameters extracted directly from the QME data. This
causes the resulting response to be narrower than for the
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Fig. 7. Upper: DHEP SEU cross-sections σ in cm2/bit for the Lattice
DUT as a function of the Al degrader thickness dAl. Displayed are the
experimental DHEP data (circle), estimated data from the fitted QME
response (plus) as well as the results of the MC simulation based on the
SV parameters obtained from the fit (cross). Lower: SEU cross-sections σ
in cm2/bit from QME LEP tests as a function of the proton energy at SV
level in MeV with the energy loss in the BEOL taken into account. The
experimental QME data (diamonds) and the fitted response curves from the
QME (dotted green) and the DHEP (dashed red) data are displayed. The
fitted QME response from the DHEP data includes the error range caused
by ±1% uncertainties in the thicknesses of different degrader layers.

parameters extracted from the QME data. The values for
aSV from the QME and DHEP data differ by a factor of
0.75 for ISSI and a factor of 1.85 for Lattice. The face
area of the SV, a2SV , equals the maximum cross-section
of the device. Therefore, the PDI SV parameters provide
direct insight about the height of the PDI peak. Further,
the shape of the PDI peak can be estimated from the PDI
SV parameters [36] as seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Overall, the
estimated QME PDI cross-section response from the PDI
SV parameters extracted from the DHEP data exhibit good
agreement with the measured QME data for ISSI and less
similarity for the Lattice device. Furthermore, the PDI SV
parameters reproduced the experimental DHEP data well in
Geant4 simulations for the higher degrader thicknesses.

The biggest difference between the experimental and the
estimated DHEP data can be seen for 0.0mm and 0.2mm
dAl. This is due to the fact that those were not considered
fully in the fitting procedure and the limited agreement of
the measured spectra versus the simulated spectra for low
degrader thicknesses, which might be caused by scaling
effects from the collimator that could not be taken into
account in the simulated spectra. This difference is even

more pronounced in the MC simulation as the simulation
only considered a single volume for the PDI SV, hence the
cross-section is reduced for the degrader thicknesses that are
associated with a higher proportion of high energy protons in
the spectra, which would require nested SVs to be accurately
considered in MC simulations.

One limitation of the method seems to be the amount of
data points taken during the DHEP measurements. This is
indicated by the fact that the method was able to reproduce
the measured QME response better for the ISSI device which
had six data points than for the Lattice with only four data
points. This a common behavior for fitting processes. But this
effect could also be caused by the difference in PDI sensitiv-
ity of the two devices. Furthermore, this method should be
reliant on the accuracy of the measured or simulated beam
spectra, and it is a great challenge to measure spectra ranging
over a wide energy range properly, especially down to low
energies around hundreds of keV. Since the low energy part
of the spectra is of great importance as it contributes to the
PDI peak the most, the quality of the measured or simulated
spectra might impact the determined PDI SV parameters.

To reduce the potential effects of these factors, the inclu-
sion of the LET0 value from the Weibull fit obtained for
HI data was implemented. It reduces the amount of variable
parameters in the proton model to be fitted and therefore
allowed for more accurate results.

Despite the limited amount of data acquired in this
work, and the reliance on MC simulation to supplement the
measured spectra, the proposed method provided acceptable
results that demonstrates a proof-of-concept, that has the
potential to provide more accurate PDI SV parameters from
data obtained with degraded high energy proton beams, when
more data points and more accurate spectra are available than
in this work.

VI. DISCUSSION ON TEST METHODS

A. Preparation & Tests

In order to perform quasi mono-energetic LEP measure-
ment, access to a suitable LEP facility is necessary. The
facility needs to provide sufficiently low primary proton
energies, with good energy resolution, and reliable energy
selection. The main preparation to be performed for the QME
method is the delidding of the devices to limit the amount
of overlayer material between the SV of the DUT and the
incoming beam to reduce energy straggling.

For the DHEP approach, a facility with an appropriately
high initial proton beam energy (i.e., tens of MeV) is
required, so that the degraded beam spectrum fulfills the
requirements for the method. In order to check whether the
requirement is fulfilled, preliminary radiation transport calcu-
lations (e.g., Geant4, SRIM [43], . . . ) have to be performed
with the degrader material(s) chosen for the campaign.
Additionally, means to insert additional degrader material
into the beam line at the facility might have to be found
as the present degrader materials might not be enough or
do not allow for sufficient resolution. Before performing the
actual measurements, the resulting spectra and fluxes of the
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degraded proton beam have to be determined accurately at
the DUT level for all the degrader configurations used. This
is required to determine the flux at DUT level accurately as
well as compare the degraded spectra with the simulation
results to benchmark the simulation setup. If the energy
spectra are measured with high resolution ranging from low
(several keV) to high (several MeV) proton energies, simu-
lations might not be necessary. However, for cross-checking
purposes, simulations are highly recommended regardless of
the quality of the experimental spectra.

The irradiations for the QME method are performed in
vacuum due to the low range of the LEPs in air, while the
DHEP method can be performed in air, because the air can
be considered as part of the degrader set up. This makes
access to the DUT during the campaign quicker and easier
and allows for more flexibility in the test planning.

B. Results & Post-Processing

For the QME method, the minimum requirement is to
know the fluence and the beam energy. This information
is typically provided by the facility. With this, the cross-
section as a function of proton energy can be calculated.
Uncertainties could arise from the flux monitoring as well
as the width of the proton beam spectra, which is commonly
narrow enough to be negligible. The method will directly
provide reliable information on the devices response to
protons at a given energy. This information can be used
directly in a variety of SER calculations as well in the
construction of a PDI SV RPP geometry for the DUT without
any further data.

For the DHEP approach only one SER approach has been
formulated, thereby limiting the choice of SER estimation
methods. The SER method requires at least knowledge about
the degraded beam spectra for the degrader configuration for
which the peak cross-section is observed. High energy proton
facilities do not perform these kinds of measurements com-
monly and require additional measurements to the present
beam monitoring. Investments into acquisition and set up of
new detectors for accurate spectrum measurements have to be
done by either the facility or the user. Furthermore, due to the
nature of this approach the SEU cross-section data obtained
by this method do not easily allow for further insights from
the data outside of the SER calculation.

The proof-of-concept presented in this work shows that it
is possible to determine PDI SV parameters from DHEP data,
but it requires a high accuracy in the measured or simulated
spectra as well as a high number of cross-section values.
This makes the estimation of PDI SV parameters with this
method more difficult and time consuming compared to the
QME approach.

VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, the QME method is the preferable way of
testing for PDI SEU cross-sections. Its advantages are in the
ease of the irradiation procedure, the post processing and
the usability of the data. The DHEP data requires detailed

knowledge over the energy spectra of the degraded beam
for any further use of the cross-section data. This demands
accurate dosimetry and simulations, which are difficult and
time consuming, and most facilities are not adequately
equipped for this novel approach. Nevertheless, both methods
provide similar SERs and indication of PDI sensitivity. This
means that both methods are viable ways to perform these
investigations, while the DHEP method is more prone to
uncertainties. Furthermore, the DHEP method provides its
own unique advantages. It allows LEP measurements to be
performed with a high energy proton beam if no low energy
beam is available or accessible. Also, it does not necessarily
require any delidding of the components, as the packaging
can be considered as part of the degrader configurations,
making this method a good alternative when device prepa-
ration cannot be performed. Because the irradiations are
performed in air, adjusting the DUT and investigating several
roll and tilt configurations is much easier than for the QME
measurements performed in vacuum.

Overall, it is an advantage to have alternative measure-
ment methods, even though the DHEP method does not
replace the QME method. This is partly due to fact, that
the QME method is more established. The DHEP method
predominantly suffers from the uncertainties in flux and
spectrum measurements and potential simulations. If HEP
facilities were inherently prepared to offer DHEP services,
the severeness of those uncertainties would decrease. Po-
tentially, simulations may not be necessary anymore, when
spectrum measurements increase in accuracy.

Finally, this work presented a proof-of-concept approach
to extract the PDI SEU response function and the associated
SV parameters from the DHEP data. Thereby proposing that
the results of the two test methods can be interchangeable
as the QME cross-section response can be simulated or
numerically estimated from the PDI SV parameters. This
approach requires detailed knowledge about the degraded
beams, even more than for the DHEP SER method, and
a high amount of data points to accurately estimate the
response function accurately, making the approach more
complex and time intensive. It is not a replacement for the
direct QME method to obtain the QME cross-section curve,
but it bridges the gap from DHEP data to QME data, both
in concept and in application.

The method presented here and its underlying method
have been shown to extract PDI SV parameters for devices
with technology nodes of 40 nm and above. The validity
of this numerical approach for smaller technology sizes has
to be investigated further. With smaller technology sizes,
unaccounted effects on the LEP cross-section can emerge
that are not considered in the current iteration of the method.
Nevertheless, the method does require little to no prior
knowledge of the device parameter to determine a set of
PDI SV parameters. Only the overlayer thickness cannot be
estimated from DHEP data alone.

Further work is required to assess the optimal accuracy of
the spectra and the amount of data points used as well as
on the uniqueness of the fit results and its dependency on
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the initial parameters, however the latter two also depend
strongly on the fitting procedure chosen. The amount of
data taken for this work is too limited to perform such
investigations. When this method is further investigated it
has the potential to enhance the DHEP method to extract
PDI SV parameters and from that estimate the QME SEU
cross-section data using degraded high energy beams.

The method presently benefits greatly from the HI data,
specifically LET0, to provide more accurate results for the
presented amount of DHEP data points. This makes the
extraction of PDI SV parameters from DHEP data dependent
on HI data, unlike the extraction from QME data. This is
not a great drawback, because HI irradiations are commonly
performed on most devices. Further research is required to
determine whether a higher amount of data points and more
accurate beam spectra would allow this method to perform
as well without the use of the HI data.

More detailed investigation of the general connection of
PDI LEP and HI data are of interest but are beyond the scope
of this paper.
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